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information and avoid data loss
when leaving or entering the
way to restore a way without
complications. this program
allows you to solve several

screen problems, including the
black screen, the deactivated
screen, the dead screen, and

even the frozen screen.
moreover, you can use this tool

to fix iphone’s problems,
including the boot cycle problem,

the screen cannot turn on, the
apple logo problem, etc. above
all, if you want to remove any
important files or format its

storage, you can easily recover
all lost data. in general, if you
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have a problem and cannot use
your ios device without

problems, simply add your usb
device to your pc using usb

cables and solve all problems
that may damage your device.
by the way, in case that you

have a trouble and cannot use
your iphone or ipad, easily fix
this problem using the crack

package with the help of a free
registration key, which are
available with this website.
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standard, without the cost or the
cluttering of their paid

counterparts. save time and
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